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FroN tiSPiece:

Mayville Court House, 2006. oil on canvas, 35 x 47 inches

endurance: The Drawings and Paintings of Stanley lewis
by jennifer Samet
“tHi S B at t le go eS oN ,” says Stanley lewis, “and i think

lewis’s approach shifted dramatically about fifteen years ago,

the little guys should win out. it’s the sensitivity, the little seeing,

when he realized, “i should paint the details, and keep adding the

not big moves.” lewis is talking about the radically different

paint on and make the surface get thicker and thicker and not ever

approaches to art-making that exist among contemporary artists,

scrape and just add paint.” But this is, after all—just the “surface” of

and what it means to be a landscape painter today, in an age

lewis’s work; as he himself is quick to qualify—“my surface idea is

dominated by large-scale manufactured art. although lewis’s

like a ‘how to make art’ idea . . . it is not a deep idea.” He cautions,

paintings are landscapes of traditional format, their ambition and

“i rely on brute force, and it shouldn’t be. But Derain’s the key. He’s

impact are huge. Surfaces thick with paint bristle with the natural

the guy who wins out. He does not rely on surface.”

tension of his subject: the edge of the town—telephone wires,

this is a surprising declaration, and lewis’s canon of artistic

massive trees, rambling houses. and lewis knows this too, so his

heroes is unusual. it stems from his most influential teacher, leland

comment is a bit tongue-in-cheek. “Nobody can compete with

Bell, who championed late Derain. Bell taught at Yale, but was in

this. No one would stay out there long enough.” lewis paints out-

“another world” from the main forces there, jack tworkov and al

doors—from start to finish, making an encampment on the site

Held. lewis remembers Bell saying “De kooning’s painting is

with his easel, an improvised tent, and enough materials so he can

candy-colored. Bonnard is the real painter. His color is violent.”

repaint constantly. the endurance required, time spent working

and he directed the students to admire a Sienese painting in the

out of doors, becomes an important element in these paintings.

Yale art Museum instead of looking at abstract expressionism.

this may stem back to an early influence on lewis—john cage,

another day, he brought in a reproduction of a Derain, noting

who taught at wesleyan University when lewis was a student

how two tones, which comprised a hand in the figure, were play-

there. cage posited time and chance as critical components of art.

ing off one another. lewis realized that, “the two tones were two

lewis continues to be motivated by the possibilities of accepting

planes, and yet it was a hand,” and that Bell was demonstrating

everything that is present in the landscape.

how “the abstraction is inside the representation. it isn’t separate.”

lewis also remembers Bell quoting Derain as stating, “You

trees—because he knows “it’s possible to make the picture more

want to give to each object its qualities and not impose one way

dynamic by making it abnormal, but how about making it dynamic

of painting on all the different things in life.” lewis considers this a

by making it more normal?” although we might not realize it as

beautiful, anti-modernist way of thinking, in that it rejects a scientif-

first glance (after all, lewis wants “a picture, not the process,”) this

ic, universal approach to painting. He aspires to this perspective.

accounts for the charge, the force his pictures wield. it is all

Nicholas carone was lewis’s other important teacher at Yale,

there—the landscape with leaves and branches, the four-wheel-

and he instructed, “Don’t draw the model. Draw where the model

drive vehicle, the apartment building, the sidewalk—but it is a full

is.” these precepts are still a major part of lewis’s work—they are

on attack, an assault to the senses that comes from the energy of

inherited from Hans Hofmann’s theory—how the artist creates

areas of the painting pressing against one another, catapulting

tension and space through planar organization. But ultimately

toward the surface, the intensity of those networks of tree

lewis had to reject parts of his training to become himself, and to

branches.

fully embrace Derain’s world view. He realized there was a con-

in lewis’s drawings, the attack is especially shocking. His

tradiction in the ideas of his teachers who said both, “Paint what

process challenges the traditional concept of drawing as a prelimi-

you see,” and “Paint large areas and relate them.” But lewis saw

nary step in art-making, in that he works for a considerable length

trees as “little particulars,” and had to come to terms with it. this

of time, focuses on details such as each tree branch, and establish-

became the basis for the real battle, waged within lewis’s canvas-

es a convincing sense of space and depth. as lewis works over

es: how to paint the details and not lose the surface tension of

the drawing, he tears and breaks through the sheet, then pastes

the whole; how to make it right, but not illustrative. lewis seems

additional layers of drawing paper behind so that the next day he

to suggest that Derain wins because we don’t ultimately read the

can go deeper. this gives the drawings a literal substance that con-

two tones on the hand as planes—we read it as a hand; it is

tributes to their massive sense of scale and purpose.

whole, although it has movement. and this informs lewis’s radical
process as a painter—he’s working like mad to try to get those

View from West Side of House, 2004–07. Pencil on paper, 38 x 471⁄2 inches

However, if we take lewis’s statement at face value, he is
more interested in the “little seeing” than the force or the attack.

in the later works of Derain, a deep psychological probing is

objectively everything occupies a clear and real space, but the

achieved that also may account for lewis’s admiration. Many years

overall effect is vertiginous—the domestic and the scenic gain a

ago, lewis wrote that he found in jean Hélion’s painting, “a synthe-

threatening edge.

sis between the plastic reality of abstract painting and a sharp

West Side of House has a whirlwind force: the thick snarls of

sense of the visual and psychological realities of the outside

tree truck jut out from the painting’s edge as its branches unfurl

world.” Derain’s approach is similar in that he was a pioneer of

across three-quarters of the picture plane. Still, a lightweight blue

experimentation into painting’s possibilities, but in his later years

and white lattice lawn chair is given strange pride of place at the

he refined his approach to focus on broad areas of form, the mass

center of the painting, while the mass of the side of a house

of the subject—and a subtle, edgy interrogation of the mood and

plunges back into space.

psychic realities. His paintings seem to catch the sitters at a spe-

lewis seems obsessed with uncovering secret truths—the

cific dramatic moment in time—and it is left to us, the viewers, to

reality of what we see, and how painters work. copying the art

deal with the situation.

of the old masters has informed his practice (and he was

lewis’s paintings are similarly edgy, because of the way they

inspired in this by Bell). over the years, he has spent a lot of

play with space, perspective, and the relative size of elements in

time drawing from cézanne, trying to figure out the incon-

the landscape. Both in his choice of subject, and the framing of his

gruities, like the tables with edges that don’t quite meet up.

view, he always challenges the pastoral. in East Side of House, the

copying forces lewis to “come up with these bizarre solutions”;

porch of a large old house is set in the extreme foreground, and

he proposed to me his theory that cézanne actually was paint-

so it appears tilted forward in a triangular formation. the side of

ing a still life across two tables, each of slightly different heights.

the house thrusts back, closing in on the porch’s edge. the back-

cézanne then obscured this reality with cloths that drape over

ground is compressed, despite the tree-lined hills shown off in the

the two tables. Painting a still life that spreads across two tables

distance. the yard slopes down, nearly evaporating, and clouds

lends the work dynamism, but merging the two gives the picture

push forward, floating on the surface of the picture plane.

a needed overall unity.

View of West Side of House, 2003–07. oil on canvas, 40 x 49 inches

the combination of an obsessive focus on perception,
together with the realization that the artist must “fake” reality to
create a compelling painting, is at the heart of lewis’s work.
although he wants deeply to get the essence of what he sees—all
those little particulars—he also says “You don’t paint what you
see, you paint very abstractly. if there’s a dark green on the tree
that’s way behind, i paint that right on the surface of the tree. i
make the darks into decorative flat rhythms. i paint the lights back
and bring the darks forward. i find these loopy rhythms. i find accidents in the situation that enable me to make another tree, not
the one i see.” lewis’s paintings are unrelenting—as he says,
“endurance is the key.” they remind us that it is not enough to
paint dynamic abstract planes: you must get the whole, true form;
and it is not enough to paint the realistic form: you must get the
whole forceful picture. this was the ultimate lesson that lewis
gleaned from Bell, carone, his understanding of Derain, and ultimately, his own personal experience. it is a tall order that not
many artists working today are willing to take on.
All quotations of Stanley Lewis are from an interview with the
author in October 2007.

View from the Porch—East Side of House, 2003–06. acrylic on canvas, 383⁄4 x 48 inches

View of 12th St and 4th Ave, Brooklyn, NY, 2006. oil on canvas 35 x 40 inches

Northampton Parking Lot, 2007. oil on canvas 311⁄2 x 381⁄2 inches

Stanley lewis was born in Somerville, New jersey in 1941. He
graduated from wesleyan University in 1963 with a joint major in music
and art. His painting teacher was john Frazer.
He received a Danforth Fellowship for graduate study and received
an M.F.a. from Yale University in 1967. His main teachers there were
leland Bell and Nicholas carone.
Starting in 1969, lewis taught at the kansas city art institute for 16 years.
He joined the Bowery gallery in New York in 1986.
lewis taught at Smith college from 1986–1990 and then at american
University from 1990–2003. He retired from american University in 2002.
He has taught summers at the art School at the chautauqua institution
since 1996 and is currently teaching part-time at the New York Studio
School.
in September 2004 he was in a two-man show at Salander-o’reilly
galleries in New York and was subsequently in several group shows there.
From February 17 through april 8, 2007, he had a major retrospective at
the Museum in the katzen art center, american University, washington,
Dc. a smaller version of that show traveled to the visual arts center of
New jersey, Summit.
this will be lewis’s eighth exhibition at the Bowery gallery.
He lives with his wife in leeds, Massachusetts. in 2005, he received a
guggenheim Fellowship.
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